Vanderbilt Winter Showcase
Blair School of Music
Turner Hall
December 13
6:00pm

Free admission, with food and drink provided!

Performers
MAUREEN GANNON AND SPENCER ANDREI • ALYSSA RODRIGUEZ • DAVID ELION • ELI MCDONALD • XINYU DONG • CHI ZHAO • KIRILL ZAVALIN • CHANTEL WILSON • KRISTEN BLACK • PRETTY COOL RESEARCHERS • DALTON GREENWOOD

Artists
ARYA NAKHE • KAITLYN BROWNING • MARY LAUREN BENTON • ALEXIS JAMESON • ASHLEY CHRISTENSEN • RICHARD CAPRIOLI • ARCHANA KRISHNAMOORTHY • XINYU DONG • KENDRA OLIVER • CAYLA ONTKO • TIN NGUYEN • KAITLYN SCHAAF • MARIA FOMICHEVA • LINDA MAY-ZHANG • ESHA DALVIE • BETH BOWMAN

Sponsored by the BRET Office
Brought to you by Caroline Cencer, Jeffrey Jian, and Beth Bowman